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Abstract
Sparse linear problems can be learned well with online multiplicative updates. The question is
whether there are closed-form updates based on the past examples that can sample efficiently learn
such sparse linear problems as well?

We show experimentally that this can be achieved by applying linear least squares, then “prim-
ing” the ith features of the past instances by multiplying them by the ith linear least squares weight,
and finally applying linear least squares a second time. However, it is an open problem whether
such priming methods have provably good regret bounds when applied online.
Keywords: multiplicative updates, gradient descent, relative entropy regularization, linear least
squares, ridge regression, rotation invariance, kernel methods, regret bounds.

1. Introduction

Sparse linear problems can be learned with online multiplicative updates. It all started with Win-
now (Littlestone, 1988), which learns k out of n disjunctions with a regret bound of O(k log n)
mistakes. Later this was generalized to sparse linear regression (Kivinen and Warmuth, 1997) using
the Exponentiated Gradient update for the square loss. Now sparsity is roughly characterized by the
number of non-zero weights in the target weight vector. Essentially the regret bounds still grows
logarithmically with the input dimension n. More precisely, the square loss regret for noise-free
linear regression is O(W 2

1X
2
∞ log n) where W1, X∞ are bounds on the 1-norm of the target weight

vector and the infinity norm of the instances, respectively. The Exponentiated Gradient (EG) update
(Winnow is a special case when the loss is the hinge loss) is motivated by relative entropy regu-
larization (Kivinen and Warmuth, 1997). In contrast, the gradient descent (GD) family of updates,
including Ridge Regression, are based on the Euclidean distance squared regularization. The result-
ing updates are rotation invariant (Warmuth and Vishwanathan, 2005; Warmuth et al., 2014) in that
rotating the instances and initialization leave the updates and predictions unchanged. This rotation
invariance has the side effect that the gradient descent family for single linear neurons is suboptimal
for learning sparse problems. When the instances are dense, then the regret bounds are linear in n.

Kernelization of the GD type update does not help (Warmuth and Vishwanathan, 2005) and
recently it was also shown that underconstrained sparse linear problems cannot even be efficiently
learned with any GD trained neural net that has a fully-connected bottom layer and is rotation
invariantly initialized. The key is again that GD updates on such networks are rotation invariant.

The difference between the two regularizations seemed insurmountable. But recently it has been
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shown that multiplicative updates can be reparameterized approximately1 as GD
updates on a “spindly” two-layer network (Amid and Warmuth, 2020a; Chizat,
2022) (Each edge in the linear neuron is replaced by a double edge). These updates
access individual features (as multiplicative updates do) and are decidedly not rotation invariant.

1. In the continuous gradient flow case this approximation is exact.
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Essentially the same regret bounds have been proven for sparse linear regression with the GD update
on the spindly network and for the GD approximation of Winnow on the same network for learning
disjunctions (Amid and Warmuth, 2020b), thus solving the COLT open problem of Warmuth (2006).

The big advantage of the GD family is that it has closed-form solutions for second-order updates
such as for Linear Least Squares (LLS) and Ridge Regression (RR). Regret bounds have also been
proven for LLS (Vovk, 1997; Forster, 1999; Azoury and Warmuth, 2001) which are linear in the
feature dimension n. No closed-form updates exist for relative entropy regularization whose regret
grow with log n. Here we propose such closed-form updates by essentially applying LLS twice.

Besides the large body of work in online learning, there are other lines of research on sparse
target recovery from a small sample (e.g., Needell and Tropp (2008); Yasuda et al. (2023)). The
open problems of this note focus on simple one-stage priming and evaluating the updates with
worst-case regret bounds.

2. Priming for the underconstrained noise-free sparse linear regression

The multiplicative updates (& approximations) for a single example (x, y) with square loss are:

wi = wi exp
−η(w·x−y)xi (EGUnnormalized)

wi =
wi exp

−η(w·x−y)xi∑
j wj exp

−η(w·x−y)xj
(EG)

wi = wi (1− η(w · x− y)xi) = wi − η(w · x− y)xiwi (Approximated EGU)

ui = ui −
η

2
(u� v · x− y)xivi), vi = vi −

η

2
(u� v · x− y)xiui) (u� v spindly)

For all but Approximated EGU, there are regret bounds ofO(k log n
k ) when the target is the average

of k out of n features and the features have bounded range.
Priming setup: The past linear regression examples {(xi, yi)} are denoted in matrix notation as

(X,y), where X(i, :) = x>i .

wLLS = argmin
w

(Xw − y)2 = X†y (vanilla LLS, no priming)

In feature priming, the ith feature is multiplied by the prime factor pi and then LLS is applied:

wp = diag(p) (X diag(p))†y

The question is, what are good priming2 factors pi? The goal is to obtain methods that are close
to optimal for both sparse & dense linear problems. Note that to learn sparse linear, priming must
break rotation invariance by emphasizing “good” features. The online updates and the below three
priming methods do this in different ways:
1. pi = argminpi (X(:, i) pi − y)2 = X(:, i)† y = X(:,i)>

||X(:,i||2 y (1-dim LLS per ith feature)

2. pi =
(X(:,i)−X(:,i)) (y−y)√

(X(:,i)−X(:,i)
√
y−y

(Pearson correlation coefficients)

3. p = wLLS = X†y = (X>X)†X>y (Simplest method: LLS for priming as well)

See Figure 1 for an experimental comparison. If priming is powered up with primepower= 2 (i.e.
p = sign(p) .∗|p|.primepower), then these methods converge even faster on sparse targets (Not shown).

2. When (X,y) overconstrained, then wp = wLLS, when all pi are nonzero.
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Average of 3 ± features

Figure 1: We draw a random n × n ±1 matrix X , with n = 128. The rows are the n instances and the sparse label
vector y is the average of the first three column features. After seeing t = 1 : 128 examples, we plot weights (in blue)
after applying LLS or the priming methods to all examples. For the online update, we do multiple passes over the past
examples until the weight vector is consistent (EGU± is a 2-sided version of EGU). In red, we always plot the average
square loss on all 128 examples. LLS picks up the target weights too slowly. Multiplicative updates do this much faster.
All three priming methods perform similarly to the multiplicative updates. When the target vector y is the average over
3/4 of the features (i.e., dense), then the loss curve of all methods is similar to the loss curve of LLS (Not shown).

Open Problem 1 Are there competitive regret bound for any of the priming methods?

Open Problem 2 What is the optimal priming function for sparse linear problems?

Open Problem 3 Are there priming methods for learning sparse disjunctions?

3. Priming for the overconstraint case

Let’s focus on our simplest priming method based on doing LLS twice. In the noisy case, we
will prime with LLS but the “outside” weight computation must be done with λ Ridge Regression.
When λ is tuned you hit the bottom of the loss curve dip of the multiplicative updates (Figure 2). We
conclude with a final open problem about priming. LLS and Ridge Regression can be kernelized,
i.e., kernels efficiently but implicitly operate in a typically much larger feature space. Is it possible to
approximately prime in feature space and then do the weight computation using the primed kernel?

Open Problem 4 Can kernels be primed efficiently?

4. Upping the ante: The single example problem.

Assume you have ±1 instances and the target label is the first feature. Now “stretch” the first
feature and label by multiplying both by a factor of 1.2. This has the effect that EG, when trained to
consistency, makes use of the fact that the target is normalized and homes into the unit target vector
e1 after seeing a single example. However, we have no priming-based method that can achieve this.
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Figure 2: Now the number of examples is a 10 fold multiple of the feature dimension n = 128 and the target is a single
feature plus random noise. The x-axis is the number of passes over the entire batch of examples. All methods benefit from
early stopping (i.e., the red excess loss curves over the loss of the target feature all have a dip). Tuned Ridge Regression
(overlayed in purple) hits the bottom of the dip of the GD loss curve. Similarly, tuned Ridge Regression, when primed
with LLS, hits the much lower dip of the multiplicative updates.

5. Conclusion

Back to online updates. Multiplicative updates are also used for obtainingO(log n) regret bound for
the expert setting w.r.t. a large variety of losses (Vovk, 1990; Haussler et al., 1998). The Randomized
Weighted Majority / Hedge update and bounds have already been “spindlified” (Amid and Warmuth,
2020b). For the expected log loss (i.e. when the expert algorithm is Bayes rule), this is not possible.

Open Problem 5 For which other other losses can the expert algorithm be spindlified?

We have regret bounds already for some of the online updates such as EGU and its spindlified
version. But note that all these updates do some sort of priming: EG exponentiates the gradients.
Spindly and Approximated EGU multiply the gradient by the current weight vector. For example,
the simplified u� u spindly minimizes (Xu� u− y)2 with GD and its batch gradient is:

∇u (X diag(u)u− y)2 = 2diag(u)>X>(X diag(u)u− y).

Setting the gradient to 0 has many solutions: u =
√
diag(p)>(X diag(p))†y. Spindly is motivated

by Euclidean square regularization. So in the noise-free case, it is natural to consider the following
limit:

limitη→∞ argmin
u

(
1

η
||u||2 + (X diag(u)u− y)2

)
.

Open Problem 6 What does spindly converge to? Does it have a closed-form solution?

Why is this question important? Euclidean squared regularization has a closed-form batch solution
as Ridge Regression. However, the GD family of updates cannot learn sparse targets well. Multi-
plicative updates (motivated by relative entropy regularization) handle sparse targets very well but
have no closed-form batch solutions due to the exponentiation of the gradients. However an approx-
imated closed-form minimum relative entropy solution with good regret bounds might be obtainable
via the spindlification method and the new priming methods introduced here.

Finally, one-norm regularization is a common way to retrieve sparse solutions (Yasuda et al.,
2023) and in Hoff (2017) a version of u � v spindly is motivated this way. If the spindly updates
have an alternated one-norm motivation, then the following picture emerges: multiplicative updates
are approximated by the spindly one-norm updates and the priming methods introduced here are a
further two-stage closed form approximation. The overall question is, what is the commonality of
all these learning methods for sparse targets and which one is the most effective and practical for
learning with neural networks?
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